
The Tenacious New 
Shape of Clean
Our exclusive PowerCell Technology™ 

and ForeverFresh Foam™ provides 
the following benefits:
       Powerful, non-scratch scrubbing
       Resists bacteria odors, mold and mildew.
       Cleans better. Lasts longer. Stays fresh.*
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DishFish™ Scrubber | 1 Pack DishFish™ Dual | 1 Pack Lil Scrubber | 2 Pack GoFish Scrubber | 1 Pack GoFish Scrub Sponge | 1 Pack

Description

Heavy-duty, no-scratch scrubber. Ergonomic, 
patent-pending shape to fit comfortably in 
your hand and clean tight spaces. Stronger 
than the leading competitors. Stands on its tail 
to dry quicker and stay fresh longer. No smell; 
inhibits bacteria odors, mold & mildew. Stays 
cleaner.

Heavy-duty, no-scratch scrubber and super 
absorbent sponge. Ergonomic, patent-pending 
shape to fit comfortably in your hand and 
clean tight spaces. More absorbent with single 
swipe cleaning. Stronger than the leading 
competitors. Stands on its tail to dry quicker 
and stay fresh longer. No smell; inhibits 
bacteria odors, mold & mildew. Stays cleaner.

A revolutionary new non-scratch scouring pad 
with exclusive PowerCell TechnologyTM.

Heavy-duty, extra large scrubber with 
exclusive PowerCell TechnologyTM for 
challenging on-the-go jobs or hobbies 
including automotive, motorcycle, marine, 
RV, hunting and fishing. Aggressively and 
safely removes oxidation, tar, grease, bugs, 
biofouling and other tough outdoor stains. 

Extra large super absorbent sponge and 
no-scratch scrubber with exclusive PowerCell 
TechnologyTM and ForeverFresh FoamTM 

for challenging on-the-go jobs or hobbies 
including automotive, motorcycle, marine, 
RV, hunting and fishing. Aggressively and 
safely removes oxidation, tar, grease, bugs, 
biofouling and other tough outdoor stains.

Code CP101-1 CP201-1 CP103-2 CP120-1 CP220-1

Unit UPC 855488007009 855488007054 855488007283 855488007221 855488007238

Other Pack Sizes 2, 4, 6, 8, 12 2, 4, 6, 8, 12 3, 4 and 6 N/A N/A

Shipper Quantity 48 48 60 30 30

Shipper UPC 00855488007146 00855488007153 00855488007368 00855488007375 00855488007382

Shipper Variations DishFish also available in a Combo shipper, 48 total, 24 of each. GoFish also available in a Combo shipper, 30 total, 15 of each.

           Packaged in the USA | Veteran Run Business* In laboratory tests vs. the leading competitor
** Based on limited in-home testing


